
 

 

 

Diotrol Golden Oil Care 
Maintenance Oil 
#70270  

Description Diotrol Golden Oil Care – Maintenance Oil is an organic, natural Maintenance oil. This special 
product is used to refurbish worn out and fading wooden surfaces which are oiled with Diotrol 
Golden Oil. The usage is depending on how heavily the surface has been used. We recommend a 
regular usage to maintain the quality of the surface.  

Diotrol Golden Oil Care is produced by using natural oils from regenerating raw materials and 
pure wax from carnauba. It is free of cobalt drying agents, contains 0% VOC and no harmful 
substances. 

Application area For refurbishing wooden surfaces such as floors, furniture, and all types of wooden objects. 

Binder &  
reactive agents 

Natural oils from regenerating raw materials and carnauba wax 

Active agents / 
Biocide 

Free of active substances, contains no biocide 

Looks Light honey 

Smell Typical (vegetable oils) 

Flashpoint >120°C 

Spec. Gravity 0.938 kg/l 

Packaging 1L, 5L, 25L, 200L 

Storage 12 months in appropriate, cool place in closed original packaging. Close packaging properly after 
usage. Prevent from freezing.  

Oxygen and the high content of oils can lead to skin formation in open or brittle containers. This 
must be carefully removed before use. 

Procedure Requirements 
Stir well before use. The surface must be dust-free.  

 

Procedure 



 

 

1. Prepare the surface with Diotrol Golden Oil Preparator or Diotrol Golden Oil Floorsoap. 

2. Spread the oil evenly with a cloth, sponge, or brush. 

3. Rub dry with a dry cloth or machine with a white pad. The coating result depends on the 
wood’s condition. In case of unknown wood quality, a small test-coating is advisable. 

Consumption Approximately 0.5L/100m2 

May depend on the nature and absorbency of the substrate. 

Apply only little lotion, this avoids a sticky surface or wrinkles. Do not leave wet spots. 

Dilution Ready for use. 

Drying at 18 – 
20°C (at 50% rel. 
moisture) 

� dust-dry and stackable after polishing 

� dried thoroughly after 3 to 4 days 

� usable after 5 to 7 days 

Depending on the temperature, the application quantity, the air humidity, and the substrate's 
absorbency. 

Cleaning of tools Immediately after use with turpentine substitute or universal thinner. 

Important 
remarks 

� Saturated rags can ignite by themselves. Spread and let them dry in the open air, or store 
them in an airtight metal can. 

� Keep away from sources of ignition. Avoid sources of fire during work. 

� Keep away from food for humans and animals.  

Safety advice Please read safety data sheet. 

Remarks This information is due to the current, technical know-how and is meant as recommendation and 
advice. Concerning all mentioned paint coat structures, we do not maintain completeness. 
Insufficient wood quality, lack of constructive wood-protection, drying cracks in solid wood and 
otherwise identified faults have to be admonished by the customer before painting or glazing. 
Because of the diversification and different kinds of substrates and practice, the user has to test 
our products mainly for his own purpose and has to use and apply them properly. For this, he is 
fully responsible. Verbal advice must be fixed obligatory by a signed document. If a new issue will 
be current, this edition will be no more available. 
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